Frequently Asked Questions
What is new?








More premium ingredients
New sauces
Flavor Up any medium or large pizza
o Add a crust edge flavor
o Add a sauce drizzle
Skinny It Up pizza crust option
“Explore Flavor Recipe” pizzas
Flavor Sticks

Flavor Up









What is a sauce drizzle?
o A spiral of sauce to top your toppings.
What does it mean to “Add a flavor to the crust edge”?
o Any one of the available crust edge flavors (also referred to as “crust finisher” and “crust flavor”) is brushed,
sprinkled, and baked onto the crust edge of your pizza.
How many sauce drizzles and crust edge flavors can I put on one pizza?
o Maximum of one (1) sauce drizzle and one (1) crust edge flavor may be put onto one pizza.
Can I add a sauce drizzle and crust edge flavor to a classic specialty pizza, such as the Super Supreme?
o Yes!
Do I have to order my pizza with a sauce drizzle and crust edge flavor if I’m creating my own pizza?
o No, it is up to you whether or not to include this onto your custom pizza.
 To not have a crust edge flavor and drizzle, the Crust Edge drop-down menu should display “No Crust
Edge” and the Sauce Drizzle drop-down menu should display “No Drizzle.”
Can I remove the sauce drizzle and crust edge flavor from my “Explore Flavor Recipe” pizza?
o Unfortunately, this is not allowed. However, we encourage you to use the “Create Your Own” pizza feature and not
include a sauce drizzle and crust edge flavor.

Skinny It Up


What does it mean to “Skinny It Up”?
o Skinny It Up is using a smarter portion of Hand Tossed dough to make your crust skinnier. We go easy on some
meats and cheeses while delivering major flavor with your favorite ingredients. Choose any specialty recipe or
Create Your Own; only available in a large size by selecting “Skinny Slice” under Crust Type.*
*“Create Your Own” Skinny Slice Pizza is 300 calories or less per slice. Up to 7 toppings (maximum 3 meat
toppings). No double toppings, extra cheese, drizzles or crust finishers. Red sauce only. Not a reducedcalorie food.

Flavor Sticks


What are Flavor Sticks?
o Flavor sticks are our breadsticks topped off with a savory flavor. These round out our menu by bringing all of our
contemporary flavors not just to pizza, but to our breadsticks too!

Other



What happened to Alfredo sauce as a sauce option for pizzas?
o Order your pizza with Creamy Garlic Parmesan sauce. It’s the same as Alfredo, just renamed!
Additional questions?
o If you did not find your answer here, please call (808) 643-1111 and a representative will be able to assist you.

